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ter in some remote spot in the discharge of public du

ties.

I had been invited when in England by Mr. Lowell,

trustee and director of a richly endowed literary and

scientific institution in this city, to deliver a course of

twelve lectures on geology during the present autumn.

According to the conditions of the bequest, the public

have gratuitous admission to these lectures; but by

several judicious restrictions, such as requiring applica

tions for tickets to be made some weeks before, and

compliance with other rules, the trustee has obviated

much of the inconvenience arising from this privilege,

for it is well known that a class which pays nothing is

irregular and careless in its attendance. As the num

ber of tickets granted for my lectures amounted to

4500, and the class usually attending consisted of more

than 3000 persons, it was necessary to divide them into

two sets, and repeat to one of them the next afternoon

the lecture delivered on the preceding evening. It is

by no means uncommon for professors who have not

the attraction of novelty, or the advantage which I

happened to enjoy, of coming from a great distance, to

command audiences in this institution as numerous as

that above alluded to. The subjects of their discourses

are various, such as natural history, chemistry, the fine

arts, natural theology, and many others. Among my
bearers were persons of both sexes, of every station in

society, from the most affluent and eminent in the va

rious learned professions to the humblest mechanics, all

well dressed and observing the utmost decorum.

The theatres were never in high favour here, and

most of them have been turned to various secular and

ecclesiastical uses, and among others into lecture
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